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Solved question paper (Revision 2015) 



 

PART A 

I. 

1. List any two wcb services? 

Ans: Apache, IIS 

2. What does the src attribute of <frame> specify? 

Ans: The content of a frame is specified as the value of the src attribute. 

         Eg : <frame src = “fruits.html”> 

3. Write an example for inline style specification? 

Ans: <p sty1e=”color:red; text-align:center”> Hello! </p> 

4. List any two server-side scripting languages? 

Ans: PHP, ASP, Python, JSP, Ruby 

5. What is Domain name Rcgistration? 

Ans: The process of registering a domain name, which identifies one or more IP addresses with a 

name that is easier to remember and use in URLs to identify particular Web pages.  

PART B 

II. 

1.Differentiate between World Wide Web and Internet. 

Ans:  

Internet : Collection of computers and other devices connected by equipment  that allows them 

to communicate with each other. Runs on a single, low-level protocol — TCP/IP. A network of 

networks rather than a network of computers. All connected devices must be uniquely 

identifiable. 

Web : collection of software and protocols that has been installed on most, if 3 not all, of the 

computers on the Internet. A vast collection of documents, some of which are connected by 

links. These documents are accessed by Web Browsers.The Internet was quite useful before 

the Web was developed, and it is still useful without it. 

       2. What tag is used to define a link in HTML ? Explain with an example.? 



 

       Ans: Links are specified using the anchor tag . 

The document whose address is specified in a link is called the target of that link. The anchor 

tag can include many different attributes. However, for creating links only one is required, href. 

The value assigned to href specifies the target of the link. 

The content of an anchor tag becomes the clickable link the user sees. 

Eg: 

<a href = “anyfile.html” > Click Here </a> 

3. Describe the following CSS selector forms with example. 

(a) Class selector (b) id selector 

Ans: Class selec ors are used to allow different occurrences of the same tag to use , different 

style specifications. A style class is defined in a style element by giving it a name, which is 

attached to the tag's name with a period. 

g: p.main_head ( color: re‹i; 

font-size:14pt; } p.sub head 

( color : blue; 

fon_size:12pt;} 

 

<p class=”main_head"> Selector Forms </p> 

<p class=”sub_head”> Class selector </p> 

An id selector allows the application of a style to one specific 

element. General 3 form 

#specific_id (property-value list} 

Eg: 

#large_size (font-size : 20} 

<p id=”1argc_size”> Id Selector </p> 

4.Write short notes on Document Object Model. 

Ans: DOM is an application programmin g interface(API) that defines an interfacc between 

HTML documents and application programs. It is an abstract model beGause it must apply to 

a variety of application programming languages. Each language that interfaces with the DOM 

must define a binding to that interface. Documents in the DOM have a treelike structure. 



 

The following figure shows the DOM StruGttire of a simple HTML page. 

 

 

 

5.Describe how a PHP script is embedded in a web page. 

Ans: PHP scripts are either embedded in HTML documents or are in files that are 

referenced by HTML documents. 

PHP code is embedded in HTML documents by enclosing it  between  <?php  and ?> 

tags. 

Example 

<?php 

ehco “Welcome to my home page “; 

*> 

If a PHP script is stored in a different file, it can be brought into a document  with the 

include construct, which takes the filename as its paramete. 

Example: include(“table2.inc”); 

               6. files are the file use indicators used with fopen() to open files in PHP ? 

 



 

 

7.Describe how to connect a MySQL database in PHP. 

Ans: The PHP function mysq1_connect connects a script to a MySQL server. This function 

takes three parameters, all of which are optional. The first is the host that is running MySQL; 

the default is localhost (the machine on which the script is running). The second parameter is 

the username for MySQL; the default is the username in which the PHP process runs. The 

third parameter is the password for the database; the default is blank (which works if the 

database does not require a password). 

Eg: $db = mysql connect(“1oca1host”,”user”,”password”); 

 

 

PART C 

III. 

a) Explain any two types of I ITML list with example. 

Ans: 

Unordered Lists : The full tag, which is a block tag, creates an unordered list. Each item in a 

list is specified with an cliv tag (li is an acronym for list item). When displayed, each list item 

is implicitly preceded by a bullet. 

Eg: 



 

<body> 

<ul> 

<1i> One fi1i+ 

<Ii> Two fiIi> 

<1i> Three </li> 

</ul> 

</body> 

 

Ordered lists are lists in which the order of items is important. In ordered list, a sequential value 

is attached to the beginning of each item. The default sequential values are Arabic numerals, 

beginning with 1. 

An ordered list is created within the block tag hold.  

Eg: <body> 

<ñ> One </1i> 

<lfd Two </lix cliv Three </lix 

</ol> 

</body> 

<dt> 152 </dt> 

<ddl Two-place trainer +/dd> 

<dt> 172 </dt> 

<dd> Smaller four-place airplane </dd+ 

 

</body> 

 

b) Design a HTML page containing at least any three form controls 

Ans: 

<html> 

<head+ 

<title+ A sample fomi </title> 



 

</head> 

<body> 

<form action="’+ 

<p> Student Name <input type=”text" name=”student_name” /> </p> Opt Age <input 

type=”text” name=”age” /+ +/pt 

<p> Sex <input type=”radio” name=”sex” value = “M” WMale 

<input type=”radio” name=”sex” value = “F” /+Female 

 

Opt Qualification +input type=”checkbox” name=”quali” value = “degree” /b Degrse 

<input type=”checkbox” name=”quali” value = “master” />Master Degree 

 

<p> <input type-”submit” value=”submit student” /> </p> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

 

IV) 

a) How to create tables in HTML pages ? Explain the associated tags with example.  

Ans: 

A table is specified as the content of the block tag <table>. 

In most cases, a displayed table is preceded by a title, given as the content of a 

<caption> tag, which can immediately follow the opening <tablW tag. Each row of a table is 

specified with a row tag, <tr>. 

Within the row label, column headings and row headings are specified by the table heading 

tag, bthe. 

Each data cell of a row is specified with a table data tag, <td>. 

 

 

Eg: 

 

<table bordem”border”> 

<caption>Fruit Juice Drinks </captions 

<th </tb> 



 

<th> Apple bth> 

<th> Orange </th> 

  

<th>Breakfast </th> 

<td>0 </td> 

<td>0 </td> 

 

<th+Lunch bth> 

<td>1 </td> 

<td> 0 </td> 

</tr> 

</table > 

b)Which HTML tag is used to insert an Page ? Explain with examplc. 

Ans: 

 

The image tag, +img />, which is an inline tag, specifies an image that is to appear in a 

document. In its simplest form, the image tag includes two attributes: src, which specifies the 

file containing the image; and alt, which specifies text to be displayed when it is not possible to 

display the image. 

If the file is in the same directory as the XHTML file of the document, the value of src is just the 

image’s file name. Two optional attributes of img—width and height—can be included to specify 

(in pixels) the size of the rectangle for the image. These attributes can be used to scale the size 

of the image (i.e., to make it larger or smaller). 

Example: 

<img src = “c2l0.jpg” alt = “Picture of a Cessna 210” width-”400” height=”300” /> 

V) 

a) Illustrate how to insert the embedded and external style sheets in a wcb page 

with example. 



 

Ans: Embedded (Document-level) style specifications appear in Ltte document head section 

and apply to the entire body of the document. This is obviously an effective way to impose a 

uniform style on the presentation of all of the content of a document. Embedded style 

specifications appear as the content of a style element within the header of a document. The 

general form of the content of a style element is as follows: 

<sty1e type=”text/css”> rule_1ist 

</styled 

<style type=”text/css”> 

h1 {color : red; text-align:center;} 

</styled> 

In many cases, it is desirable to have a style sheet apply to more than one document. That is 

the purpose of external style sheets, which are not part of any of the documents to which they 

apply. They are stored separately and are referenced in all documents that use them. 

The <1ink> tag is used to specify external style sheets. Within b1ink>, the rel attribute is used 

to specify the relationship of the linked-to document to the document in which the link appears. 

The href attribute of <Iink> is used to specify the URL of the style sheet document. 

Example: 

blink rel=”stylesheet” type=”text/css” href=”abcd.css” /> 

b) Explain how event handling is done using JavaScript with example ? 

Ans: An event is a notification that something specific has occurred, either with the 5 browser, 

such as the completion of the loading of a document, or because of a Expl. 

browser user action, such as a mouse click on a form button. 

An event handler is a script that is implicitly executed in response to the appearance of an 

event. Event handlers snable a Web document to be responsive to browser and user 

activities. 

The process of connecting an event handler to an event is called registration. There are two 

distinct approaches to event handler registration, one that assigns tag attributes and one 

that assigns handler addresses to object properties. 



 

Some events and their tag attributes: 

The font-family property is used to specify a list of font names. The 

browser Listing uses the first font in the list that it supports. For 

example, the property: ,  

tells the browser to use Arial if it supports that font. If not, it will use Helvetica 4 

if it supports it. If the browser supports neither Arial nor Helvetica, it will use Expl. 

Futura if it can. If the browser does not support any of the 

specified fonts, it will use an alternative of its choosing. 

Font Sizes 

The following property specification sets the font size for text to 10 points: 

font-size.’ 10pt 

Font Styles 

The font-style property is most commonly used to specify italic, as in 

font-style. italic 

Font Weights 

The font-weight property is used to specify the degree of boldness, as in 

fortt-weight: bold 

Font Shorthands 

If more than one font property must be specified, the values 

can be stated in a list as the value of the font property. The 

browser then has the responsibility for determining which 

properties to assign from the forms of the values. For 

example, the property 

fant: bold 14pt ’Times New Roman’Palatino 

specifies that the font weight should be bold, the font size 

should be 14 points, and either Times New Roman or 

Palatino font should be used, with precedence given to 

Times New Roman. 

VI) 

a) Explain any four CSS font properties witm examples? 

Ans: 



 

Font properties of an element are 

1. font-family : This property is used to change the face of a font.Possible value could be any 

font family name. 

<p style="font-family:Times New Roman;"> 

</p> 

2. font-style :property is used to make a font italic or oblique.Possible values are normal, italic 

and oblique. 

 

<p style="font-style:italic;"> 

      This text will be rendered in italic style 

</p> 

3. font-variant:property is used to create a small-caps effect. Possible values are normal and 

small-caps. 

<p style="font-variant:small-caps;"> 

      This text will be rendered as small caps 

</p> 

4. font-weight property is used to increase or decrease how bold or light a font 

appears.Possible values could be normal, bold, bolder, lighter, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500,  

<p style="font-weight:bold;">This font is bold.</p> 

5. font-size property is used to increase or decrease the size of a font. 

<p style="font-size:20px;">This font size is 20 pixels</p> 

 

b) Design a web page to check whether the texts typed in two text boxes arc the same using 

.JavaScript ? 

Ans: 

<script>   

function validateform(){   

var name=document.myform.name.value;   

var password=document.myform.password.value;   

  if (name==null || name==""){   

  alert("Name can't be blank");   

  return false;   



 

}else if(password.length<6){   

  alert("Password must be at least 6 characters long.");   

  return false;   

  }   

}   

</script>   

<body>   

<form name="myform" method="post" action="abc.jsp" onsubmit="return validateform()" >   

Name: <input type="text" name="name"><br/>   

Password: <input type="password" name="password"><br/>   

<input type="submit" value="register">   

</form>   

VII) 

a) What 1s a cookie ? Explain how to create and retrieve cookies in PHP? 

Ans: Cookies provide a general approach to storing information about sessions on the 

browser system itself. The server is given this information when the browser makes 

subsequent requests for resources from the server. A cookie is a small object of 

information that includes a name and a textual value. 

A cookie is set in PHP with the setcookie function. This function takes one or more 

parameters. The first parameter, which is mandatory, is the cookie’s name given as a 

string. The second, if present, is the new value for the cookie, also a string. If the value is 

absent, setcookie undefines the cookie. The third parameter, when present, is the 

expiration time in seconds for the cookie, given as an integer. The default value for the 

expiration time is zero. 

Example: 

setcookie(“voted”, “true”, time0 + 86400); 

In PHP, cookie values are treated much as are form values. All cookies that arrive with a 

request are placed in the implicit $_COOKIES array, which has the cookie names as keys 

and the cookis values as values. 



 

Example: 

echo “Cookie Value is : “ . $ COOKIE[$voted]; 

b) Describe form handling in PHP? 

Ans: When PHP is used for form handling, the PHP script is embedded in an HTML 

document, as it is with other uses of PHP. Although it is possible to have a PHP 

script handle form data in the same HTML document that defines the form, it ix• 

perhaps clearer to use two separate documents. For this latter case, the 

document that defines the form specifies the document that handles the form 

data in the action attribute of its <form> tag. 

Example: 

<form action=“result.php” method=”post”> 

PHP can be configured so that form data values are directly available as implicit 

variables whose names match the names of the corresponding form elements. 

However, this implicit access is not allowed in many Web servers (through the 

configuration of PHP), because it creates a security risk. The recommended 

approach is to use the implicit arrays $_POST and $_GET for form values.  

VIII) 

a) Dcscribe the diñerent types of“ arrays in PHP? 

Ans: In PHP there are Indexed Arrays with a numeric index and associafive arrays with named 

keys. Each array element consists of two parts: a key and a value. If the array has a 

logical structure that is similar to an array in another language, the keys just happen to be 

nonnegative integers and are always in ascending order. If the array has a logical 

structure that is similar to a hash, its keys are strings and the order of its elements is 

determined with a system-designed hashing function. 

Assigning a value to a subscripted variable that previously was not an array creates the array. 

Example : $list[0] = 17; 



 

The second way to create an array is with the array construct. 

$list = array(17, 24, 45, 91); 

creates a traditional array of four elements, with the keys 0, 1, 2, and 3. 

The following statement creates an associative array : 

$ages = array(“Joe” =+ 42, “Mary” => 41, “Bif’ =+ 17); 

Individual array elements can be accessed by subscripting. The value in the subscript, which is 

enclosed in brackets, is the key of the value being referenced. 

Examples: 

$age[’Mary']=29; 

$list[1]=50; 

b) Write the advantagcs of PHP? 

Ans: 

Speed: It is relative fast since it uses much system resource. 

Easy to use: It uses C like syntax, so for those who are familiar with C, it’s very easy for 

them to pick up and it is very easy to create website scripts. 

Stable: Since it is maintained by many developers, so when bugs are found, it can be 

quickly rixed. 

Powerful library support: Includes functional modules such as PDF, Graph etc. 

Built-in database connection modules 

IX) 

a) Explain any Your features of Joomla? 

Ans:  User Management: Joomla has a registration system that allows users to configure 

personal options. There are nine user groups with various types of permissions on what 

users are allowed to access, edit, publish and administrate. Media Manager : The Media 

Manager is the tool for easily managing media files or folders. 

  Banner Management: It's easy to set up banners in Web site using the Banner Manager, 

starting with creating a client profile. 

Contact Management: The Contact Manager helps the users to find the right person and 



 

their contact information. It also supports multiple contact forms going to specific 

individuals as well as groups. 

Web Link Management: Providing link resources for site users is simple and can sort 

them into categories, even count every click. 

Content Management: Joomla's flexible category system of articles makes organizing the 

content a snap. Organize the content any way and not necessarily how it will be on the 

Web site. Users can rate articles or e-mail them to a friend. Administrators can archive 

content for safekeeping, hiding it from site visitors. 

I Creating content is simple with the WYSIWYG editor, giving even novice users 

the ability to combine text, images in an attractive way. 

Menu Manager: The Menu Manager allows to create as many menus and menu items. 

The menu hierarchy can structure(and nested menu items) completely independent of the 

content structure. Put one menu in multiple places and in any style; use rollovers, 

dropdown, flyouts and just about any other navigation system. 

Template Management: Templates in Joomla are a powerful way to make the site either 

using a single template for the entire site or a separate template for each site section. 

The level of visual control goes a step further with powerful template overrides, allows to 

customize each part of the pages. 

Integrated Relp System: Joomla has a built-in help section to assist users with 

finding what they need. 

b) Write the steps required to execute SQL qucry statements in PHP. 

Ans: The first step for executing SQL queries in PHP is to create a database 3 7 

connection. For this, use the mysql_connect() function. Example: $db

 ysql_connect(“Iocalhost”,”user”,”password”) 

Next, mysql_se1ect_db function is used to select the required database 1 

Example: mysq1_se1ect_db(“student”) 

MySQL operations are reque5ted through the musql_query function. Typically, 3 the 

operation, in the form of a string literal, is assigned to a variable. The mysq1_query is 

called with the variable as its parameter. 



 

Example : $query = “SELECT * FROM BIODATA”; 

$result= mysql query($query); 

X) 

a) Write the PHP sci pt to display the contents of BRANCH table of the NySQL 

database STUDENT. The BRANCH table have the fields Branch code and branch 

name? 

Ans: Sample Code: 

<html> 

<body> 

<?php 

$db— ysql_connect (“localhost”, “user”,”password”); if(!$db) 

exit(“Error — could not connect to MySQL”); 

$e ysql_select_db(“STUDENT”); if(!$er) 

exit(“Error — Could not select the STUDENT database”); 

$query = “select * from BRANCH”; 

$resuI ysql_query($query); 

$num_rows ysq1_num_rows($result) print “<tab1e>”; 

print “<tr>”; 

print “<th+Branch Code </the”; print “<th>Branch Name </th>"; print “Ctrl”; 

 

for( $i=0; $i<$num_rows; $i++) { 

$ro ysql_fetch_array($resu1t); 

print “Ctr>”; 

print “<td>$row['Branch_Code'] </td>”; print “<td>$row['Branch Name </td>”; print “</try”; 

 

print “</tab1e>” 

</body> 

</html> 



 

b)List the advantages of Content Management System? 

Ans: 

 

 user-friendliness quick deployment  ease oT maintenance, including updates  cost-

efficiency, especia)Jy with out-the-box solutions, open source or freeware extendable 

functionality, through a large number of plugins and extensions Search engine 

optimization(SEO)-friendly features developer and community support. 

 

 


